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Evolution as the term is often used , that all life has developed from one

simple beginning. How are you going to prove that. You wouldn't have one missing

link, you would have a million missing lindcks x to investigate ard prove. If

you are going to show that all odife is from one simple beginning. It would

be a thing that would ac take a thousand years ci a thousand scientists to get

proof enough to prove an idea like that. That's a philosophical idea, that's

not a p thing that coulkd be proven scientifically, itowould take too long.

the investigation of too many things to prove that all life has developed from

one thing to another. Of course , if there's nok God. If everytli ng comes by

simple processes, that's the simple way to think of it. But you have no proof

that there's no god, and no proo f that everything has come by natural processes,

there is descent with variation, but has everything descended from one simple

beginning, purely a matter of Mh7faith, or are i we to believe what the

Bible says that God created Adam out of the dust of the earth, that is, he teoi

took in organic matter, and he fornE d a man out of it, and then he breatI d life

into this man, and he became living. He was not living before he was man.

And sorebody decided that they are simply putting up a tree there, putting up

an imaginary thing that- of which there is absolutely no proof and couldn't be

proven in the natureof the thing, Now, if you could spend hours and horsc

arguing evolution, it would be silly. Direct them to Christ, show them their

need of a Saviour, but learn to remove some of these trees that get in the way.

And if we Christians would simply take this ard see the evidence and the facts

that the Bible is teti-true. Take the two that I gave last night, two that I never

heard of , during the last four months. I knew of many etliefes-pth- others of
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